WE DO IT ALL.
OUR PROJECT MANAGEMENT OPTIMIZES

THE

EFFECTIVENESS

OF

YOUR SPACE

Service Disabled Veteran Owned -Certified Minority Owned Business - Small Business

A. Pomerantz & Co. 800.344.9135

A. Pomerantz & Co. specializes in developing environments to suit the individual needs of every
customer. Our team customizes products and services around each customer’s desired results while
maintaining the basics such as: workspace effectiveness and cost avoidance planning.
Pomerantz assembles a dedicated team specifically for each major account. Our Major Account Teams
consist of experts in creating effective environments including Sr. Designers who have at minimum 10
years experience, and our Sr. Project Managers who have over 30 years of industry experience with
extensive expertise in coordination and management of large projects throughout the United States.

Our diverse customer base has required our team to provide product and service solutions for a variety of
situations. Our capacity to handle large customer projects is apparent through our portfolio of work, but
our focus on providing each customer with individualized attention and customized solutions is what sets
us apart from the competition.
A. Pomerantz & Co. is the only dealership with a model and mission based on strengthening and
maintaining an exclusive customer base - designed to ensure customer satisfaction.
Our national customer base requires Pomerantz to offer flexibility in our vast product and service offering.
The aesthetics and functioning of workplaces can vary differently through out the world. If your goal is to
create a dynamic environment for your team we will listen to your desired outcome and we will engineer
an effective solution.
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A. Pomerantz & Co. is an authorized Steelcase® dealer, representative of over 400
manufacturers globally and provider of an extensive service offering. As a Service Disabled
Veteran Owned Company and Minority Business Enterprise, Certified by the NMSDC, we
are experts in developing productive and efficient workplace environments for the
Commercial Industry, Healthcare, Education, and Government Agencies.
Effectively supporting people, technology, and work processes through workplace design enables
companies to control costs and enhance worker productivity – ultimately increasing business results.

Core Services
Furniture Sales & Rental
Project Management
Design & Specifications
Asset Management
Delivery & Installation
Moving & Storage
Reconfiguration
Refurbishment
Repair & Maintenance
Fabric Coating

Consulting Services
FF&E Consulting
Leasing Services
Brokerage/Resale Services
Workplace Consulting
Productivity Assessments
Workplace Planning Services
Pre-Planning Budget
Estimating
Contractor Proposals
Green Acquisition & Recycling

Architectural & Technology
Carpeting
Raised Flooring
Wall Coverings/Treatments
Prefabricated Walls
Lighting
Interactive Boards
Audio & Visual Products

A. Pomerantz & Co. was established in 1888 in Philadelphia, PA founded and operated by the Pomerantz
family. Garry Maddox purchased the company in December of 1994. Pomerantz has offices in Chicago,
IL and Philadelphia, PA and has sales/account management representatives in Florida, Northern
California, Virginia, and Florida.
The longevity of the organization has supported our progression which is dependent on the knowledge
and experience of our team. Pomerantz continually enhances our systems and processes by adding
technology, industry altering trends, and efficiencies to what is already a fully functioning, effective
machine.
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Our Team
Pomerantz upholds strong work ethics and maintains a professional and respectful
work environment. Our executive team is a dynamic group who understand the
significance of integrity in work and in the community and providing our customers
with fresh, innovative solutions.
Garry Maddox, Chief Executive Officer
As Principal and CEO of A. Pomerantz & Co., Garry
Maddox provides customers throughout the United States
with a dedication to offer the highest quality products and
services.

“At Pomerantz, our mission is
helping companies attract
customers and retain talented
people by creating workplace
environments that both
energize and inspire, while
maintaining our superior
performance.”
-Garry Maddox, Owner & CEO

Garry is the recipient of the Rainbow PUSH Coalition &
Citizenship Education Fund’s Curt Flood Award. The award
was presented by Rev. Jesse L. Jackson, Sr., Martin L.
King, Esq. and Russell Ewert in recognition of efforts toward “A More Perfect Union: The State of Civil
Rights.”
The workplace is evolving as quickly as the technology and workforce it supports. Garry and his team
bring innovation to workplace environments in support of current goals and challenges such as: Green
initiatives, attraction and retention of talent, supporting multiple generations in the workforce, and effective
real estate utilization.
During Garry’s distinguished 14-year career in major league baseball, he won his first Gold Glove in 1975
which was his first of eight in a row when he was Centerfielder for the 1980 World Champion Phillies
team. In 1986 he was honored with the Roberto Clemente Award, given annually to a player who
demonstrates the values the Pittsburgh Pirates Hall-of-Famer displayed in his commitment to community
and understanding the value of helping others.
Garry is committed to giving back to the community in which he lives and operates his
businesses. In 2013, he found Compete 360, a Design Thinking initiative for Philadelphia public
schools. In 1997, he founded The Urban Youth Golf Program of Greater Atlantic City, a nonprofit
organization that through a volunteer network is tutoring elementary school at risk children while
offering the challenge of learning the game of golf. Garry most recently joined the advisory board
of ULI (Urban Land Institute). This effort continues to grow in importance to Garry as a mission,
as well as the communities his program now serves.
Linda Rudi, Chief Operating Officer
Linda is responsible in the everyday operations of the organization and instrumental in the strategic
planning and financial control of the company. Linda is actively involved in key
client negotiations and manages the company’s manufacturer’s relationships.
Linda has created efficiencies and accuracy improvements by integrating
improved technology throughout Pomerantz, restructuring the operation of the
company by automating ordering, auditing, and accounting processes. Linda’s
market-segmentation and sales structure created stronger sales and higher
customer satisfaction with a leaner & highly productive organization.
In 2001 shortly after joining the organization as CFO, Linda developed plans which turned the company
into a nationwide supplier. The organization currently holds national account contracts with multiple
Fortune 500 companies.
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The current focus on sales and internal operations is rooted in efficiency, cost avoidance and overall
value delivered to the customer. Pomerantz bridges the thoughts and ideas of creative concepts into
innovative, relevant results.
Prior to joining Pomerantz, Linda was an auditor for Ernst & Young, LLP an international public
accounting firm. While in the public arena, Linda serviced a variety of businesses ranging from highgrowth companies in the entrepreneurial marketplace to publicly and privately held retail, manufacturing,
distribution, and service companies.
Garry and Linda oversee the organization on a daily basis. They invoke an open door policy by which any
member of the Pomerantz team can discuss a new idea or approach and/or a strategy which would be
advantageous to a customer.
Our executive team is active in the execution of account activity and provides oversight of daily
operations. Pomerantz enforces an “open-door” policy which enables all team members at any level to
quickly resolve an issue by drawing upon the expertise and knowledge of our entire organization.

Knowing our Customer
Our best research, development, and processes are all obtained
through listening to our customer’s needs, wants, initiatives,
obstacles, history, and future plans. Our process map covers the
basic steps, but our customers need individualized attention. Our
account managers and project managers spend time developing
each schedule and approach for every customer project. The
experience of our team enables them to envision possible obstacles,
and eliminate risk of error in the pre-planning phase. Once the plans
are in place and all communication is clear and concise the work
runs smoothly, reducing costs associated with resolution and
reactionary activity.
Business Model
In fact we’ve structured our sales, customer service, and marketing
approach around listening to our customers. Our company now
focuses on a select number of customers in order to provide exemplary service and individualized
attention. Each customer has a designated team assigned to develop and maintain each account’s
projects and activity. We offer a 24 hour response time for any customer inquiries, requests, and/or
concerns. Each primary account has one contact providing our customers with time savings and
convenience.
Employee Happiness
Ergonomics are essential to our overall well-being. Slouching or
improper positioning in your chair can greatly affect your physical health.
The configuration of systems, use of natural lighting, and furniture
selection not only affect the physical and mental health of the people
within the workplace, but also add to the aesthetics and sustainability of
the office. Our design team enhances the priorities of the office and
finds the most suitable selection of furniture with consideration of the
office functions and employee happiness.
Pomerantz now employs research and observation studies to develop environments based on company
initiatives, branding, goals for productivity, employee health, comfort and work habits, and the visitor
experience. Workplace environments should be customized according to the individual company needs.
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Innovation
Pomerantz does represent over 400 manufacturers’ products around the world. With the benefits of
choice we also offer the research and innovation of all the great minds at each of these companies. We
continually reinvent our own processes to adapt to the new trends and technology. We also encourage
and promote new innovations designed to benefit our customers whether it be office furniture or new
ways of working. Ask about our latest research projects and “behind the curtain” tours.
It’s not Value Engineering at Pomerantz
It’s about prioritizing. Our designers do not compromise the necessary design features or functional
elements which are important to our customers nor do we diminish the integrity of an Architecture &
Design Firm’s layout and designs. We do provide alternatives to adding what are commonly referred to
as “specials”. Slight differences in product details from manufacturer to manufacturer can drive up the
sell price for multiple dealers or manufacturers resulting in a lopsided
bidding procedure.
Pomerantz makes the difference known and will negotiate with
manufacturers to find a cost effective way to manufacture the special
product, or offer the closest match. If a customer is partial to a product
line or manufacturer we can also specify the design to include lower cost
items in conjunction with the preferred design elements.
We offer vast amount of products to tailor your workplace to fit the needs
of executives, management, end-users, and visitors.
Our team can also develop custom products and furnishings to create a unique experience incorporating
brand and culture.
Artistry in creating, developing and inhabiting space
Pomerantz’s advanced workspace design process includes utilizing a state of the art design application
with full capabilities to layout furniture projects large or small with “Smart object” technology. The program
speeds design time and virtually eliminates specification errors. Once the design is finalized, the full
project can quickly be rendered in High Definition
into a Movie with a “Flythru” Camera or still images.

Animated movies and realistic stills can be
rendered to visualize design concepts

Eliminate the need for expensive mock‐ups
and finding space to stage mock‐ups

Share with those who cannot visualize a
design

Generate excitement and acceptance from
end‐users
We can assist Project Managers, Facility Managers,
and the Planning and Design teams by supporting the goals through some of the following areas:






Incorporating technology such as multimedia displays in workspace and collaboratiive areas
Utilizing progressive designs and bringing them to reality at multiple price points (establishing
budgets, providing various options, and assistance in measuring results)
Investment in flexible products and configurations to support areas of consistent change
Entire space analysis to asses challenges (lighting, ergonomics, equipment accessibility)
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Easy Being Green
Pomerantz offers the largest amount of sustainable products available. Some fabrics
and products offered today are not only constructed of recycled materials, but can
now be broken into parts and recycled after use. Long term use of furniture cuts down
on waste caused by frequent disposal.
As a part of our solution-driven initiatives Pomerantz provides creative disposal
services like IRN which makes recycling simpler by sending discarded furniture and
equipment to third-world countries to be reused.
All services are managed by an experienced Project Manager who can be contacted for any service
requests, questions or inquiries. This complete bundle of services creates a quick and efficient process
with one convenient contact. Our comprehensive services reduce cost through a streamlined processes
and project management.
Inventory
Always make sure your assets are covered.
Bar-coding Asset Tracking is available for
inventories which report Cost Analysis,
Depreciation, Furniture and Equipment Reuse.
Reports are viewed via an exclusive secure
website which also offers pictorial catalog.
Online service orders can generate move,
repair, and/or disposal requests.
The system can automatically analyze the
amount of product in the inventory against an
AutoCAD drawing and determines what
products are available in the existing inventory
and what new parts are needed in order to
complete a design. Re-use cuts down on
unnecessary purchases and disposal.
Rental
Rental is a great service for temporary spaces
and spaces which need to be furnished in a
hurry. Our rental offering includes high quality
furniture with all of the ergonomic features
needed for a comfortable work environment. Our
Rental furniture can be delivered within a time
frame as slim as 48 hours.
Refurbishment and Reconfiguration
Sometimes it’s not always best to buy new.
Depending on the condition of the used
furniture, Pomerantz’s Service Team will
analyze the cost for refurbishment and/or
reconfiguration against a new purchase and
determine the cost difference to help customers

decide on the best approach to revitalizing and
furnishing the office.
Furniture Recycling or Disposal
Pomerantz first determines the recyclable
content of the furniture and breaks all items
down for separation. Most metal portions of the
furniture are easily recycled. Items such as the
Think chair are Cradle to Cradle product which
means the item is 100% recyclable. Pomerantz
assures nothing recyclable is mistakenly
disposed of in a landfill. Brokering is also a
viable service Pomerantz offers to promote
furniture reuse and avoid landfill disposal.
Brokering is a great way to help the environment
and supplement your new furniture investment.
Reports can be generated to measure the
amount of products, equipment, or flooring
which was recycled, reused, or disposed.
Moving
Take the time to do it right the first time. The
most important focus when planning and
implementing a move is to minimize disruption.
A move should never impair the productivity of
an office. Pomerantz move experts prepare
accurate preliminary budgets and oversee the
installation to eliminate damages and disruption.
Our move project manager acts as a liaison for
our customer by frequently communicating with
vendors and manufacturers. Our pre-planning
and methods minimize disruption, damages, and
downtime and bring the best value to our
customer’s move projects.
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Technology: Software & Electronic Capabilities
You can access all information from anywhere at any time. Before you hit the beach, peruse your order
status, place an order, check out a drawing, or run a report so you can enjoy the rest of your day with
peace and relaxation. Pomerantz has teamed with an IT/Software firm to provide our customers with
customized software capabilities.
EDI Billing Invoicing: Electronic transactions speed the ordering process.
Customized Reporting: All reports can be customized to contain all pertinent information in a convenient
format. These reports can be delivered via email, posted online, and/or delivered hard copy through any
desired delivery service.
Automation of Current Tools and Processes: Customized software programs can be created to
interact with our customer’s current platform and applications.
Technology Updates: All online tools are hosted on the Pomerantz network enabling software updates
and monitoring to occur without interruption or any assistance from our customers.

Online Standards
Program
Ecommerce Catalogs
Quote Publishing
Online Service Requests
Online Inventory
Online Reporting

Design and Rendering: Realistic 3D renderings can be fashioned for
any furniture conception or selection. 3D Studio Max including the
latest plug-ins is used to create photo-realistic depictions and can be
created for an entire office fit-out or limited to an office or workstation.
Carpet, windows, curtains, desk accessories are some of the elements
which can be added to all rendering depending on the need for detail.
This is a fast alternative to preliminary mock-up installations. The
renderings are also a great tool for local offices to understand how the
company’s branding and best practices relate to the office environment.

Home Office Program
Helpdesk Tool
Customization

Online tools: Pomerantz has ecommerce and online tools which can
be specifically configured to assist our Customers in all furniture
transactions.

Our History
Founded in 1888

As a Verified Service Disabled Veteran Owned Company, Minority Business
Enterprise, Certified by the NMSDC, and Small business, we are experts in
developing productive and efficient workplace environments for the
Commercial Industry, Healthcare, Education, and Government Agencies.
While many may know Pomerantz from its early roots, the company which
was acquired by Garry Maddox in December of 1994, has grown into a
preeminent provider of office furnishings and workplace consulting services. In 2008 Pomerantz
opened a Chicago office, located in the Merchandise Mart Plaza and has representatives located
throughout the country.
Founded in 1888 by Russian immigrant, Amen Pomerantz, today Pomerantz the company is the
trusted source for office furniture products and related workplace services that meet the evolving
demands of organizations throughout the United States. With a customer roster that includes large
and expanding businesses, as well as Government, Healthcare and University customers, we help
organizations adapt to rapidly changing business requirements.
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